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Meetings: 7:30 pm, 1st, 3rd, 
5th Wednesdays at Flushing 
Hospital, Auditorium 5th Fl., 
45 Ave & Parsons Blvd., 
Flushing. Park on street or in 
lot across the street from 
Hospital.FREE but Parking 
ticket MUST be validated by 
the Camera Club. Call to 
confirm meeting date. 
Dues: $40.00 for  individual 
$60.00 for family;$20.00 for 
students: up to 23 yrs.old.      

 

PFLI SCHEDULE 
:http://www.www.pflionline.com/Sche
dule.html 

IN THIS ISSUE:   Members Stuff =Pg 2,3,4   Standings =Pg6,  I.O.M.‘s= Pg 7   
Russ Burden Tips= Pg 5   PFLI scores -Pg =8    Arbor Day=Pg 9 

3rd— Competition: Best of the Best  -  Judges: Audrey TIERNAN 
(Newsday) - Leon HERTZSON (Huntington CC)- Stan MEHLMAN 
(Huntington CC)                                                                                 
17th—  7:15  -  Our Annual Awards Dinner            

 The Flushing Camera Club (FCC) does not endorse the content on any third-party website. FCC is not responsible for the content or result of any dealings with 
third-parties. Your use of third-party websites is at your own risk and subject to the terms and conditions of use for such websites. 
 Copyright ©2015Flushing Camera Club, All Rights Reserved.    Any unauthorized use of images contained in this website is strictly prohibited.  

6th— Competition: "patterns" Judge: John Brokos (Freeport CC) 

20th–7:15 Suzanne Abruzzo “Florida Birds”                            
7:30 Helen Repstad “Exile to Florida”                                                                       

From the President's corner:    
Spring is officially here and with plenty of photographic 
opportunities!  
Catch some spring flowers, go to zoos and there is always infinite 
street photography!  
So go out with your gear and get the shots you were waiting for!                                               
Tony Coppeta 

From the Editor’s Desk:    What a great month we had in April.  Much 
participation by our membership in the LI Medial Arts Show & the Arbor Day 
celebration at Queens Botanical Gardens (see pages 2 &8).   Now in May we 
have our final comp of the season.  Then in June we have the Best of the Best 
comp plus our Annual Awards Dinner.and our great Rockey Mountain photo 
journey    The weather is great so keep those shutters clicking.          Joe Crupi    

The Info Sheet 
FLUSHING CAMERA CLUB 
   … in our 45th year and counting. 
       Member: Photographic Federation of Long Island (PFLI)        
 
        “Together in friendship may we learn the art of photography” 

Visitors always welcome. 
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FCC Goes to The 25th Annual LI Media Arts Show                                                
On Friday, March 27, 2015, Dennis Golin, Tom Mrwik , Tony Coppeta,  Joe Crupi 

and I were Evaluators for the photography segment of the Five Towns College 

Arts Show where high school students in Nassau and Suffolk County had their 

work on display.  You can see from the group photo that they proudly wore their 

blue FCC shirts and so were able to stand out from the other numerous 

Evaluators present.                                                                                                                                

The students displayed great 

imagina on, talent and crea vity in 

their work.  Many aspire to work in the 

arts.  This was an opportunity for the 

adults to encourage our youths and to 

give community service.  In all it was a 

pleasant experience for everyone 

there.                          Urice Mckay 

TERRY CHEN brought us his amazing images of a 
few of the National Parks he visited throughout the 
United States.  Among the images in his fantastic 
power point presentation were some unique 
images of the Grand Canyon with low cloud cover.  
Terry explained this rare occurrence only happens 
maybe every five years and he was fortunate to 
capture it.  Like they say you have to be there to 
get the images and Terry certainly was. 

Our presenter this month was John Bruno a former 
professional sports photographer known for 
capturing both pro football and hockey action.  His 
latest endeavor is photographing stage performers.  
John took us through the process from the 
equipment he uses  to the circumstances and 
challenges  he has to deal with in capturing the 
image of some well know performers.  Also he 
explained how he completes his marvelous images 
in photoshop. His favorite rendition is B&W (so I 
made image left B&W).  His presentation proved his 
skill.  A great show and great learning experience. 



                           FCC Makes the papers—The Queens Chronoicle that is... 

FIELD TRIP: GLACIER NATIONAL PARK , BANFF CANADA ROCKY MOUNTAINS    We leave for our 10 day trip to Glacier 
National Park on June 14th.  We will be photographing our way from Glacier National Park on through to the Rockies 
Canada and Banff and the road to Jasper.  The more the merrier.  Please try to join your fellow members on this trip.                               
Contact Joe Crupi for more details.  joecxlt@aol/com 

Re-Member:  Archie Reyes is president of the Philippine-American 
Photographers Society.  He had been a member of Flushing Camera Club 
many years ago and has once again decided to join our ranks.  We are sure 
his membership will be mutually beneficial.  Welcome. 

  I love photography because:                                                                                                                     
It takes us places we would not normally be – it leads us down new paths that some 
of us wouldn’t normally take. It also brings us closer to like-minded people who we 
eventually call friends. It continues to challenge how I look at things – it’s something 
that I will never master. There’s always something new to be learned every day, 
whether it be shooting or editing, there’s always room for progression.     
Ericmontagna from the web site VIEW BUG 

“It is more important to click with people than to click the shutter.” Alfred Eisenstaedt 



An open letter from Adam Holstein                                                                                                                                                        
I would like to thank the board members for all their  me and effort on my behalf throughout the past year.  
Day to day our board members have to always be thinking;  “I want to get to this or that, I can’t forget this or 
that…” all on the behalf of FCC and its members.  While it takes only a few minutes or hours in reality to get 
the work done each day or week or month, depending on the posi on, the  me thinking about the tasks ahead 
is omnipresent.  Without our board members our club its educa onal and social mee ngs would not be 
occurring each week.  I also want to point out that each board member does what he or she does as a 
volunteer, their work is out of a love for photography.  At elec on  mes in par cular each member should ask 
themselves:  “Why am I not running/volunteering?”  While your par cipa on is needed, the answer to this 
ques on should give you another reason to be thankful to the board members who are stepping up to do the 
work.  It would be great for each member to step up in their turn to learn the tasks necessary to run the club 
and its mee ngs as a way of saying thank you.  ( you will not be alone in your work)                                                                   
Once again, I thank all of you for making FCC possible.    Adam Holstein 
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Our 3rd meeting in April was kicked off by Richard Trapani who 
gave us his presentation “the Palouse”.  Richard’s travelogue 
was punctuated with details about his journey including maps, 
towns to visit, best shooting locations and places to stay.  
Members and the many guests on this night were engrossed in 
his slide show and explanation.  Richard certainly inspired those 
in attendance to consider visiting this very photogenic location.   
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Color has tremendous impact as it triggers psychological responses, emotions, feelings of calm, anger, and serenity. 
Additionally, it draws the eye to specific locations within an image. Colors can be soft and muted or go to the opposite 
extreme wherein they are bold, vivid, intense, and saturated. They fall into spectrums that can soothe the mind or create 
movement and calamity. The strategic use of color is critical to the mood, feeling and impact of the image. It can be just a 
part of the composition or make up the entire photograph. Color is universal and needs no language to be understood. 
Think of a STOP sign. Whether you’re driving in an English speaking country and it reads STOP or Spanish speaking country 
and it reads ALTO, the striking red octagon leaves no doubt as to what you’re required to do.                                                         
Striking, saturated, and bold colors can be heard calling out to viewers while soft and muted tones fade to a whisper in 
comparison. Primary colors fall under the category of bold while pastels take on whispering qualities. If you were to place 
Easter eggs on a fire engine, although your eye would eventually find them, what would draw you to the image was the 
intense red of the truck.                                                                                                                                                                                          
Colors fall into families, one being their warmth. The family of warm tones are reds, yellows and oranges while cool tones 
are blues, greens and purples. Warm tones give the illusion of coming forward in an image while cool tones recede. This is 
most evidenced when a photo is made up of two colors that fall on the opposite sides of a color wheel. Think of a fall 
colored yellow aspen set against a deep blue sky. The bold yellow tree seems to pop off the page while the sky takes a 
back seat in the distance. This is because yellow and blue are opposites. The same applies to red and cyan in addition to 
magenta and green.  

Russ Burden Tips:    Use Color for Impact 

Finding a brightly colored small subject immersed in a sea of muted 
tones allows the tiny focal point to become the primary subject in 
the image. It may take up a very small percentage of the frame, but 
because of its color, the eye is drawn to it first and foremost. 
Another situation where color is enhanced is just after a storm 
where the air is fresh and clear. Use a polarizer to try to remove the 
glare off the surface of your subject to allow the color to come 
through. Shooting at sunrise and sunset adds warmth to a scene as 
the sun shines throughout the particulates that linger on the 
horizon. As the sun gets higher in the sky, the spectrum becomes 
very blue and cool in tone. Study images where the color grabs you 
and try to figure out what the photographer did to create the 
situation. Apply your hypothesis to your next outing and see if it 
works. The more you understand light and color, the more you’ll be 
able to create images using color with impact.  

http://www.russburdenphotography.com/ 

ASK TIM GREY:                                           http://greylearning.com/                                                                                                                     
A filter to create a sharpening effect that enhanced detail without creating the halos that sometimes happen 

with sharpening.                                                                                                                                                                                                         

Yes, the technique works in Photoshop Elements in addition to Photoshop, and the filter you're looking for is the High Pass filter. 

Combined with the Overlay blend mode, the High Pass filter can help enhance detail and reduce the appearance of haze in a 

photo, much like the Clarity adjustment available in Adobe Camera Raw                                                                                                                        

In the Elements Editor you can get started by making a copy of the Background image layer. To do so, drag the thumbnail for the 

Background image layer on the Layers panel to the "Create a New Layer" button (the blank sheet of paper icon) at the top of the 

Layers panel.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Next, change the blend mode for the layer to Overlay using the popup at the top-left of the Layers panel. This will create an 

appearance of strong contrast in the image, but performing this step first will help make it easier to choose the best setting for 

the High Pass filter.                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Now you can go to the Filter menu and choose Other followed by High Pass. In the High Pass dialog that appears start with a 

value of about 10 for the Radius setting, and adjust to achieve the desired look for the photo. Click OK to apply the filter.                

If needed you can tone down the overall effect by reducing the Opacity setting for the Background Copy layer using the control at 

the top-right of the Layers panel. It is also a good idea to rename the Background Copy layer to indicate the reason for that layer. 

Simply double-click on the name of the Background Copy layer on the Layers panel, type a new name (such as "High Pass 

Sharpen") and press Enter/Return on the keyboard.  



 

 B Group    Points  Entries  IOM    Salon Group  Points  Entries  IOM 

 

Tsunemasa 
Matsuyama 
(A!)    31  16  2   

Joe Crupi 
(Photographer 
of the Year, 1st 
Place!)  39  16  3 

 
Terry Chen 
(A!)    29  16  2   Bernie Huang  32  16  1 

 Andrew Silver    26  14  0   Michael Sender  31  16  1 

 Uris McKay    26  16  1   
Mar n 
Fleischer  27  16  0 

 
Bernie 
Gellman    22  16  2   Tom Mrwik  27  16  0 

 
Eugene 
Kolmatsky    21  14  0   Lucy Pearce  23  14  1 

 Bell Smith    19  14  0   Russ Burden  21  8  2 

 Georgina Eng    14  7  1   Dennis Golin  16  9  0 

 Irene O ring    8  6  0   Ramiro Agredo  12  4  0 

 Norman Eng    8  8  0   Joan Egan  4  2  0 

 
Sateesh 
Sabarad    5  12  0          

 

(A!) = A 
Group‐bound 
in 2015‐2016!  
Congrats! 

Image of 
the Month: 
"Chasing 
Shadow" by 
Tsunemasa 
Matsuyama      

Image of the 
Month:  "Alley 
Cat" by Joe 
Crupi          

                     

  A Group        Crea ve Group      
       Roy Woelfel  25  16  0 

 Helen Repstad    36  16  2   Bernie Gellman  25  11  7 

 Tony Coppeta    32  16  3   Tony Coppeta  19  11  1 

 
Richard 
DeDalto    30  16  0   

Sateesh 
Sabarad  10  7  0 

 Adam Holstein    29  14  2   John Bara a  8  4  0 

 Roy Woelfel    25  16  1   Andrew Silver  7  4  0 

 
Henry 
Szczepanski    11  5  0   Tom Mrwik  5  3  0 

 John Bara a    8  4  0   Helen Repstad  1  1  0 

 

Image of the 
Month:  
"Winter 
Wonderland" 
by Tony 
Coppeta        

Image of the 
Month: 
"Photog" by 
Bernie Gellman      

Judge Ken Bausert 

Statistics compiled by Marty Fleischer 
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Tony Coppeta                  Winter Wonderland       

Nernie Gellman       C1 Photograph 

Matt  Tsunemasa                           Chasing Shadow 

Joe Crupi        Alley Cat 
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 DPB  Bernie Gellman              Landing Zone                        21   
 DPB  Henry Szczepanski           Sexy Vintage Selfie                 23 

 DPB  Andrew Silver               Hawk With Crow                        23 
 DPB  Gene Kirshak                DARK ENTRANCE                       23 

 DPB  Adam Holstein               I'm Looking at you.                  23 

                                                              Total  113     
              
 DPBII  Matsuyarma Tsunemasa      Chasing shadow                      
21 
 DPBII  Lucy Pearce               Artist At Work                      21   
 DPBII  Irene O                   the Rotunda                         21   
 DPBII  Roy Woelfel               Carved In Stone                     23   
 DPBII  Richard Dedalto           Stormy                              23   
                                                              Total  109     
              
 DPBIII  Uris Mckay               Entertainer                         21   
 DPBIII  Sabarad Sateesh          Breakfast                           21   
 DPBIII  Tony Coppeta             Winter Wonderland                   23 
 DPBIII  Bell Smith               Maroon                              23   
 DPBIII  Terry Chen               Dancer                              24   
                                                              Total  112     
              

                     Scores for Flushing for 
April       
       Judges - Ed Sambolin - Dennis Golin - Marty Silverstein   
              
 CRE  Martin Fleischer            NJ Transit Refraction                 20 
 CRE  Andrew Silver               Biotite Mica                        21   
 CRE  Gene Kirshak                RockFace                            23   
 CRE  Helen Repstad               iris 72                             23   
 CRE  Bernie Gellman              Photog                              24   
                                                              Total  111     
              
 CREII  Roy Woelfel               Reflection 0034                     21   
 CREII  Sabarad Sateesh           Car wheels                          21   
 CREII  Tony Coppeta              Framed                              23   
                                                               Total  65     
              
 DPA  Helen Repstad               red peony 72                        21   
 DPA  Michael Sender              smokey joe                          21   
 DPA  Bernie Huang                snow storm                          23   
 DPA  Joe Crupi                   Branch managers                     24   
 DPA  Dennis Golin                autum reflection                    24   
                                                              Total  113     
              
 DPAII  Ramero Agredo             The Last Mariachi                   23 
 DPAII  Tom Mrwik                 The Great Blue Jay                    23 
 DPAII  Stan Gold                 Oh Liv jump dress split             24   
                                                               Total  70     



 
 

Here is living proof that music can light up a life and warm a heart.                                                                                                                       
This Spectacular Arbor Day Festival at the Queens Botanical Gardens was perfect in every way. We had beautiful trees with blossoms, 
flowers, birds, and a beautiful sky. Everything you could imagine on a spring day The festival included food trucks, pony rides and face 
painting. There was even a table giving out free trees! Then on stage this amazing band was playing great songs that had everyone 
moving, dancing and singing. The event was free to the public, and everyone was invited. Then suddenly the magic started.  

Arbor Day queens Botanical Gardens:  Many thanks to Michael Sender and his 
committee consisting of Helen Repstad, Andy Silver, Joe Crupi, Tom Mrwik with Tony 
Coppeta and Roy Woelfel. FCC had a great showing in this years event. Members 
images posted at our table brought many interested visitors to speak with us about 
the club.  Several promised to visit our meetings and may even join next year.  The 
weather was great and both the members in attendance and FCC will surely benefit 
from the event.                       Here are a few images of the day...  

There was a homeless man having the best day of his life dancing and smiling with music in the air! It 
was when the band started performing Stevie Wonder's hit, "Superstition" that evoked this musical 
magic! The man now singing his heart out, pulled out an harmonica from his pocket and started to play 
the break in perfect harmony! He unleashed the musician in him and was really enjoying himself. What 
a time, what a memory he made. He probably will always remember that day. I was very lucky to have 
been able to capture that moment in time!                                  Tony Coppeta   

Images by 
Tony, Michael   
Sateesh, Roy 
& Joe 
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